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Sex or Age 
Most 

S~gns & 
Symptoms 

-~eral Informa~n 

B~cterial infection (ortoxins from 
~acteria) in the blood that invade the 
entir~ body via thebloodstr~a~, 

~oth sexes; at1 ages. 

¯ o~tion in some scalmr body pro% such 
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before any dental treatment-including 
simple prophylaxis by a dentist or 

* Influe~ and p~~l 
v~n~ons for high-~sk ~. 

* Your own observation of symptoms. 
~ Medical history a~d physical exam 
by a doetoro 
~ Laboratory studies, such as: culture 
of the blood to identify organisms 
responsible for the illness; urinalysis; 
blood enum. 

Appropriate 
Care 

÷ Doaofs treatment. 
* Hospitalization with intensive care 
treatment for severe eases. 
*~ Removal or drainage of source of 
infection. 
* Mechanical ventilation for 
respiratory failure. 
* Blood transfusions. 

~ Sho~k, with very tow blood pressure, 
overwhelming infection and deatE 
~ Persistent. infection of the heart 
val.ves. 
* Adult respiratory distress syndrome. 
~ Multi-organ failure (hear~ lungs, 
kidney, liver). 

Dependent on underlying conditions, 
patenfs health and 

How ~ T~t 

AcfiVi~� 

Tl~is can be a frightening time for the 
patient’s family. In~nsive care units are 
intimidating #aces. Try to keep your 
spirVts up, stay ~n close communications 
with the do~ors and let them know the 
patient’s preferences so that they can be 
incorporated into the clinical care. 

Your dootor wilt u~lize antibiotics to 
fight infe~ons. 

As di~ by your doctor~ 
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BLOOD POISONING (Septicemia; Sepfi¢ Shock; Bac~eremia) 
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Diet M~y require ~ or f~*~travenous 
feedings. 

CaL! Your l)o~or If 

You have symptoms ofblood poisoning. 
The following occurs during treatment: Fever. Signs of 

infe~ion (swelling, pain, redness) anywhere in you~ body. 
You plan eleetive surgery or a dent~ procedure ~fter you 

h~ve had an epistle ofblo~d poisoning. 
New, unexplained syrngtoms develop. Drugs used in 

treaunent may produee side effeets~ 
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